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Motivation

I How does the nonlinear Hall dynamo scale with the two-�uid

parameter, the ion sound gyroradius, ρs =
√

Γβ
2
di , and what is

its structure?

I Explore new e�ects introduced by the two-�uid model.

I Investigate challenges and resolution requirements for

multi-helicity two-�uid RFP simulation.

Main Result

I The combined single helicity dynamos and current pro�le

modi�cation are independent of a single or two-�uid model.
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We model the two-�uid e�ects through the Hall, electron
pressure, and electron inertia terms in Ohm's law.

I dn
dt

= −n∇ · v + Dn∇2n

I n = ne = ni

I ρdv
dt

= J× B−∇p −∇ · νρW
=

I W
=

= ∇v +∇vT − 2/3∇ · v

I n
Γ−1

dT
dt

= −p∇ · v +∇ · χn∇T
I p = nkT and T

2
= Te = Ti

I ∂B/∂t = −∇× E
I µ0J = ∇× B
I E = −v×B+ J×B

nee
− ∇pe

nee
+ηJ+ me

e
∂ve
∂t

I The Hall term, when combined

with the MHD advection term,

leads to advection of the

magnetic �eld by the electron

�uid.

I Electron inertia limits the

frequency of high wave-number

oscillations.



The two-�uid model is solved with the 3D, nonlinear code,
NIMROD

I NIMROD1 is a nonlinear, 3D, initial value code used to model

a periodic cylinder. (r , θ - 'poloidal', z - 'toroidal')

I The rz plane is a �nite element mesh, and the θ direction is

decomposed into Fourier space.

I A steady state equilibrium is initialized, and perturbations are

evolved in time via a semi-implicit time advance.

I The following calculations consist of a 60x15 biquartic �nite

element mesh with three Fourier components and a time-step

of 10τA.

I Convergence is checked by doubling the spatial resolution in

each direction while halving the time-step.

1see https://nimrodteam.org/



The paramagnetic pinch is used as the equilibrium
con�guration.

I Force-free: J0 × B0 = ∇p0 = 0

I No equilibrium diamagnetic drift is present.

I Ohmic steady-state: ∇× E0 = 0

I With the B.C. of a toroidal loop voltage → Ez0 (r) = Ez0(a)
and Eθ0 (r) = 0

I This is satis�ed with λ (r) ≡ µ0J0·B0

B2 = λ0B0 (0) Bz0(r)
B0(r)2

and a

pinch �ow, vr0 = λ0B0 (0) η
µ0

Bθ0(r)
B(r)2

.

I The transport e�ect associated with the pinch �ow are

neglected, however, vr0 ∼ S−1 so this �ow is small in the

dissipationless limit.



A mode close to marginal stability is chosen with the aid of
Robinson's map of linear stability.

D. C. Robinson, Nucl.

Fusion, vol 18, 1978.

I With λ0 = 2.7, and k/λ0 = 0.6 → ∆′ = 2.5
(where k = n/R)

I Using R/a = 0.62, thek/λ0 = 0.6 mode has

n = 1, and is the most unstable mode.

I The (m, n) = (1, 2) and higher mode

numbers are linearly stable.



We consider these plasma parameters that separate
temporal and spatial scales.

Time scales

Alfvén time: τA = 1

tearing time:

γ−1 ' 103 − 5× 103

resistive time : τR = 105

S = τR/τA = 105

Spatial scales

minor radius: a = 1

two-�uid scale, ion sound

gyro-radius: ρs = 0.01− 0.5
tearing inner region scale:

δ =
√

1/Sγ + d2e = 0.1− 0.2

I The dominant dissipation is resistivity, Pm = ν/η = 0.1,
Dn/η = 0.1, and χ/η = 0.1.

I Collisional reconnection: 1/Sγ >> d2e
I β = 2µ0p/B2 = 0.1 is �xed and ρs =

√
Γβ/2di is varied via

modi�cation of di = c/ωpi ∼ 1/
√
n.



The two-�uid linear tearing mode has a complex growth rate
in cylindrical geometry.

I The growth rate increases with ρs .

I The imaginary part of the growth rate is driven by the

two-�uid terms with cylindrical curvature.2

2
see V.V. Mirnov, et al., Proc. of 21st IAEA Fusion Energy Conf, TH/P3-18 (2006)



The tearing mode saturates nonlinearly as a magnetic island.

I A cartoon schematic of the magnetic island is presented.

I The Fourier component's phases are adjusted to the phases

indicated in the subsequent plots.

I This idealized schematic will be modi�ed by:

I two-�uid e�ects
I cylindrical curvature
I asymmetric pro�les (current, magnetic �eld)



The saturated island has a width of 0.09a regardless of
single or two-�uid model.

I A series of nonlinear computations are

run to steady state. (for 20τR)

I The puncture plot is from a two-�uid

calculation with ρs = 0.1, however the
other cases (single-�uid and two-�uid

with di�erent ρs) produce the same

island size.

I The (m, n) = (1, 1) mode is the

dominant mode in all these cases,

higher harmonics ((m, n) = (2, 2) . . .)
are relatively small.



The `single-�uid-phase' magnetic structure is essentially independent of ρs .

(a) single-�uid

(b) ρs = 0.02
(c) ρs = 0.1
(d) ρs = 0.5
∆′ = 2.5
S = 105

rs = 0.43



The `single-�uid-phase' current structure is also largely independent of ρs .

(a) single-�uid

(b) ρs = 0.02
(c) ρs = 0.1
(d) ρs = 0.5
∆′ = 2.5
S = 105

rs = 0.43



`Out-of-phase' magnetic �eld is present with two-�uid
e�ects.

I These components are zero for the single �uid case.

I The magnitude of the `out-of-phase' components

decreases with ρs .

I Real b̃‖ is related the two-�uid quadrupole �eld in slab

geometry.

(b) ρs = 0.02
(c) ρs = 0.1
(d) ρs = 0.5



This leads to `out-of-phase' current via Ampere's law.

I Real j̃⊥ is generated by real b̃‖:

I J̃⊥ =
(
b̂ × r̂

)
· ∇×B̃/µ0 =(

b̂ · ∇
)
B̃r −

∂B̃‖
∂r + B̃ · ∂b̂∂r −

〈Bθ〉2
〈B〉2

B̃‖
r
− 〈Bθ〉〈Bz〉

〈B〉2
B̃⊥
r

I At ρs & 0.1 the structure of real −j̃⊥ resembles the

out�ow structure of the single-�uid real ṽ⊥.

(b) ρs = 0.02
(c) ρs = 0.1
(d) ρs = 0.5



The island �uctuating quantities drive mean electric �eld
through the dynamo.

~Ef = −
D
~v ×~b

E
+
〈~j×~b〉
nee

where the 〈〉 is an axisymmetric average:

〈f (r)〉 = 1
(2π)2R

´ 2πR
0

´ 2π
0

f (r , θ, z)dθdz

Thus, −
D
~v ×~b

E
‖

= −
D
ṽr b̃⊥

E
+

D
ṽ⊥b̃r

E
, with the dominant term

D
ṽ⊥b̃r

E
=

1

(2π)2R

2πRˆ

0

2πˆ

0

“
ṽ⊥e

imθ/r+inz/R + ṽ
∗
⊥e
−imθ/r+−inz/R

”
. . .

×
“
b̃r e

imθ/r+inz/R + b̃
∗
r
e
−imθ/r+−inz/R

”
dθdz

= 2<ṽ⊥<b̃r + 2=ṽ⊥=b̃r

With no out-of-phase current components we expect the Hall dynamo

calculated with the single-�uid pro�le to be zero.D
~j×~b

E
‖

= 2(<j̃r<b̃⊥ + =j̃r=b̃⊥ −<j̃⊥<b̃r −=j̃⊥=b̃r )



The mean current driven by the dynamo is largely independent of ρs .

(a) single-�uid

(b) ρs = 0.02
(c) ρs = 0.1
(d) ρs = 0.5

I The Hall dynamo

has a broad

radial extent

unlike linear

calculations.

I The two-�uid

oscillatory

structure

correspond to

oscillations seen

in real j̃⊥ and

real ṽ⊥.



Electron �ows are driven that advect �ux into the island.

I ṽe = ṽ − j̃/n0e

I Real j̃⊥ contributes structure to ṽe⊥ as ρs becomes

large. (ρs & 0.1)

I The observed scaling of the out-of-phase

components of b̃ is explained by the relatively

constant magnitude of j̃⊥/n0e.

(b) ρs = 0.02
(c) ρs = 0.1
(d) ρs = 0.5



The perpendicular dynamo drives a sheared current layer.

(a) single-�uid

(b) ρs = 0.02
(c) ρs = 0.1
(d) ρs = 0.5

I The Hall dynamo

is dominant at

large ρs .



In the two-�uid cases, this drives a perpendicular electron �ow.

(a) single-�uid

(b) ρs = 0.02
(c) ρs = 0.1
(d) ρs = 0.5

I Note the

decoupling of ion

and electron

�ows as ρs is
increased.



Slow Rotation of saturated two-�uid islands is observed.

I There is no rotation in the single-�uid case.

I This observed rotation increases and then decreases with ρs
with a peak around ρs = 0.05.

I It may be advection by the mean perpendicular electron �ow.

ρs ωτA

0.5 7.63× 10−5

0.2 1.53× 10−4

0.1 2.31× 10−4

0.05 2.58× 10−4

0.02 1.88× 10−4

0.01 1.15× 10−4



Large ∆′ (= 16), low S (= 5000) cases do not exhibit the
oscillatory structure.

I Increased dissipation may damp the oscillations. (Pm = 0.1)

I Otherwise, the results are similar to the previously presented

with ∆′ = 2.5, S = 105.

I The dynamo modi�cation of λ(r) at saturation is ∼ 1%.

I The island still rotates in the both the linear and saturated

state.

I for ρs = 0.1, the saturated rotation rate is 2.21× 10−3Hz .



Extending the aspect ratio to R/a = 3.70 introduces a
second unstable mode.

I A two-�uid case with ρs = 0.1 is shown.

I This pro�le is unstable to the (m, n) = (1, 6)
and (1, 7) modes at rs = 0.43 and

rs = 0.566, respectively.

I The axial resolution is increased six fold.

I Since there is not a large stochastic �eld-line

region it can be deduced that the island

overlap is small.
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The structure and amplitude of the (1, 6) mode is similar to
the (1, 1) mode in the single helicity cases.

I These modes are related, as the single helicity aspect ratio is 1/6 the
aspect ratio in the multi-helicity case.

I It can be inferred that little energy is lost due to mode coupling with

the (1, 7) mode.



The dynamo �attens the current around each of the rational
surfaces.

I The perpendicular dynamo is also similar to the single �uid

result.

I The magnetic �eld advance requires many solver iterations

( 50) even for this fairly benign multi-helicity case.



Summary

I The saturated, single-helicity island modi�cation of the mean

parallel current, via the electron dynamo (the combined MHD

and Hall dynamos), is approximately independent of ρs .

I Both the two-�uid and single-�uid models drive a
〈̃
j⊥
〉
,

however the two-�uid islands rotate, possibly from 〈ṽe⊥〉
advection driven by

〈̃
j⊥
〉
.

I Oscillatory structures with radial extent far from the rational

surface are seen at high S .

I Future work is being done to examine additional two-�uid

e�ects:

I two-�uid mode coupling in multi-helicity cases
I gyroviscous and drift e�ects
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